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What is the
circular economy?



What is the circular economy?

What are the three 
principles of

circular economy?



Regenerate 
natural 

systems

Design out 
waste and 
pollution

Keep products 
and materials 

in use

Circular economy principles



?
Regenerate 

natural 
systems

Design out 
waste and 
pollution

Keep
products and 
materials in 

use

The linear economy The circular economy

Take   > Make    > Waste



Why is design essential for 
the circular economy?



Everything around 
us has been 
designed by 

someone.

Important 
decisions are made 
during the design 

stage

Once designed, it’s 
hard to reverse: “We 
can’t unscramble an 

omelette”



Centennial light bulb

117 years
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LET’S 
REDESIGN!



Choose
a product to redesign



Overview



Understand: User



Understand: the user
functional and emotional needs

EMPATHISE 
WITH USERS

UNDERSTAND 
THEIR NEEDS



Understand: the system



Understand: the system 1

How the design 
eliminate waste 
and pollution? 

How to keep 
products and 

materials in use? 

How to 
regenerate/restore  

nature system?





Pick
a user in your team

The user should be an actual user of the product. While you 
typically would interview many users in a project, we will focus 

our design process today on this specific user.



Pick a circular 
economy advocate

The advocate reminds the group of the 3 circular 
economy principles throughout the design process

Regenerate 
natural 

systems

Design out 
waste and 
pollution

Keep products 
and materials 

in use



1. Defer judgement

2. Encourage wild ideas

3. Build on the ideas of others

4. Stay focused on the topic

5. One conversation at a time

6. Be visual

7. Go for quantity

Before we start
Here some principles that foster the creative process. 

Source: ideou.com/pages/brainstorming



This yellow thing is a post-it 

[User] 

needs ___

because ___ [compelling insight]



Interview the user. Take notes on post its as you 
listen. Get as many insights as possible.

● Tell us about the last/first time you 
used/bought/ate  ___. Why you kept using it? 
Why is it valuable for you?

● Can you show us / walk us through your 
routine?

● What is important when it comes to  ___?
● What are the best/worst parts?
● Can you tell us why that is important? Why? 

Why? Why?

Understand: the user

Tips Tools: “Explore” template



Overview



Define



Define

Importance of this step

Frame a clear brief of the design challenge after the UNDERSTAND 
phase

Clarify intentions for the design process: on a user and systems level

Channel the creative energy during the IDEATION phase



This yellow thing is a post-it 
Reflect on your insights 

What is your design challenge?

Take a post it. Fill in the statement

Define
your design challenge

[User] 

needs ___

because ___ [compelling insight]

Tips Tools: Post-it
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Image: Nathan Dumlao, Unsplash

Coffee break



Overview



Make: Ideate



Ideate 3



FROM PRODUCT TO SERVICE



PRODUCT LIFE EXTENSION



MODULARITY



DESIGNING FOR INNER LOOPS: REUSE



EMBEDDED INTELLIGENCE

EMBEDDED INTELLIGENCE



Get familiar with the strategy cards. How can 
you use them to address your design 
challenge?

Think: Take 2 minutes to come up with your
own ideas on post its

Share: Then convene as a group and try 
different card combinations

Identify the top ideas and converge towards 
the idea that best matches the top 3 user 
needs and is fit for circular economy

Keep the principles of a circular economy in mind

Ideate
Tips Tools: “Ideate” template,

6 strategy cards



Pick
one idea

Importance of this step

Convergent thinking. Reflect back on the design challenge: Which of the 
ideas (or a combination of them) best addresses the design challenge?

Which idea addresses the user needs AND is fit for the circular economy?

Time for the “circular economy advocate” and the “user” to contribute.
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Make: Design & Prototype



Design & prototype
Iterate. Iterate. Iterate

20 min
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Overview



Release



Release
4

Importance of this step

“Always in beta”. Release is the start of the next iteration.
Embed feedback loops.

Build a compelling narrative. How does your design create opportunities 
for different stakeholders?

Design is never done. Allow for evolution in your design over time 
(modularity, modifications, etc.) and along the value chain.

20 min



Release

Prepare to share with the other 
groups

Unleash your creativity: 
Role playing. 
Storytelling.

Use your prototype

Tips Tools: Your prototype
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Share your idea



What’s
next?

Reflections



What are you taking away from this 
workshop? What are the key insights? 

How can this be useful for you going 
forward? 

What will you remember the most from 
the workshop?

Reflections



Next steps



… 

Join the community: tiny.cc/circulardesigners

SCAN AND GO!



Join

#Circular
Designers

on the EMF 
Instagram



Thank you!

Jo MillerJie Zhou




